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Dear Shareholders,

In 2016 your company continued to expand its operations, 
boosting its financial capacity thanks to debt refinancing, and 
achieving an improved rating, as stated in the Report of the 
Board of Directors.

Trading activity remained strong and Empark reinforced 
its presence in the Iberian Peninsula, at the same time as 
expanding its activity to France, a market that, due to its size, 
proximity, and degree of maturity, will be essential for the 
company’s sustained growth.

The economic situation in the countries of the Iberian Peninsula 
has improved significantly during 2016, which contributed to a 
significant revenue increase for the Empark Group.

I would like to thank all the company’s employees, at all levels 
of duty and responsibility, for all the effort and dedication they 
have shown in the performance of their tasks, contributing to 
the company’s excellent performance in 2016.

The company has also received the dedicated cooperation of 
all its shareholders that, on behalf of the Board of Directors, I 
must acknowledge and appreciate.

Many thanks to everyone.

José Augusto Tavares da Silva
Chairman of the Board of Directors

“Empark reinforced its 
presence in the Iberian 
Peninsula, at the same time 
as expanding its activity to 
France, a market that, due to 
its size, proximity and degree 
of maturity, will be essential 
for the company’s sustained 
growth.”
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Pedro Mendes Leal
Chairman of the Executive Committee

Dear Shareholders,

Between 2009 and 2013, your company was affected by the strong economic crisis that 
was lived intensely in Empark’s two main markets: Portugal and Spain. The recovery, 
which started in 2013, was consolidated in 2016. During the crisis years, we suffered a 
drop in activity, in real and comparable terms, of approximately 25%. At the end of 2016, 
we had already recorded a remarkable recovery of 1/3 of that drop.

This increase in activity during 2016 was also reflected in the figures contained in 
this report. Empark increased its turnover by 6%, with a total of €201.2 million and an 
EBITDA which grew 5.6% to €71.6 million.

This improvement in the company’s financial situation was also highlighted by Moody’s 
rating agency, which in April raised Empark’s “Corporate Family Rating” from B1 to BA3.

By combining the dynamic drive of your company’s sales team with the macroeconomic 
recovery of the Iberian Peninsula countries, we can now envisage a frankly optimistic 
outlook for the coming years. In 2016, we added more than 18,000 parking spaces to 
Empark’s portfolio, obtained both through acquisitions and public tenders. These new 
spaces represent an estimated EBITDA at full capacity of €3.7 million which will expand 
the results of the next few years and contribute to further strengthening Empark’s role 
as a benchmark operator in Europe.

Your company has continued its firm commitment to innovative technologies and aims 
to preserve and consolidate the unquestionable leadership which it currently has. 
It has spearheaded the digitalisation process in the sector. The Telpark payment app 
and the EOS digital platform will continue their development process and will be given 
new functionalities. In 2016, we started the installation of the Eos Access system at 
several car parks in Spain. At these car parks, in addition to the traditional cash payment 
systems, customers can register on the Telpark app and choose to enter and exit through 
the number plate reader. The rate will be charged directly to the credit card they have 
associated with Telpark.

In some of these car parks we have gone even further and equipped them exclusively 
with this Eos Access system, without the need for a traditional access control team. All 
entrances and exits are controlled by the number plate and customers who do not have 
the app, have access to a payment machine that accepts credit cards and cash.

Telpark has not stopped growing. We started the year with about 272,000 registered 
customers. By year-end we had 538, 000. A growth of almost 100%. In 2017, we hope 
to process €25 million euros of payments through Telpark. Telpark is the highest-rated 
parking payment application by its users, both in the Apple Store and Google Play.

Our concern with the service we offer to our customers is permanent and in 2016 we 
launched a program focussed on four key areas: Customers, Quality, Commitment, and 
Change. The creation of complementary parking products that make our customers’ 
lives easier has also been a constant concern for your company’s operational teams 
and the marketing department. 

In 2016, Empark engaged in an internal reflection exercise on the challenges and 
opportunities that the technological revolution brings with it. Your company is 
preparing to respond to forthcoming technological changes, such as widespread use 
of electric cars, car sharing and self-driving vehicles. Our commitment to digitisation 
places us in a very favourable position compared to our main competitors.

The heralded revolution could represent a wonderful opportunity for our industry. 
The return of the streets to the people and the continuous reduction of above-ground 
spaces, increases the importance of off-street infrastructures as a natural logistical 
base for the future of urban mobility. Car parks will be the natural place for charging 
batteries, as the departure and arrival points for shared cars, the destination for 
autonomous cars, as well as proximity distribution centres.

As an example of the changes we anticipate in car parks and their progressive 
evolution towards logistics support centres in city-centres, many of our car parks will 
soon have an area for picking up orders. The solutions that we are able to provide 
to cities in the field of urban mobility can greatly contribute towards improving the 
lives of their inhabitants. Your company is aware it will be a decisive factor in this 
equation.

I cannot finish without first expressing my gratitude to all those who have helped 
make 2016 an exciting year for Empark - our shareholders, investors, suppliers, and 
customers.

Finally, a few words of thanks for the dedication, loyalty, and effort of the company’s 
employees who, once again, have been the driving force that has allowed Empark to 
remain at the forefront of the sector.
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About Empark

Main shareholders of the Group
At 31 December 2016

We are leaders in the management of car parks and regulated on-
street parking in Spain and Portugal and the fourth largest car 
park operator in Europe Empark is a company with headquarters in 
Madrid and an international presence, employing more than 2,600 
people. We are a solid and innovative company that remains friendly 
and approachable and that manages 535,239 parking spaces in 188 
cities in Spain, Portugal, United Kingdom, Turkey, and Andorra, with 
more than 1,500,000 users per day. We facilitate the movements 
of 150 million people each year by helping to optimising their time.

We collaborate as reference partners with public administrations, 
urban management, and transport infrastructure companies to 
improve daily city life and mobility. We interact with cutting-edge 
technologies, digital platforms and the development of ad-hoc 
solutions that integrate with our customers’ systems to ensure 
transparency, accessibility to information, and real-time control of 
car park management.

We maximise the use of space according to the needs of 
institutions and citizens. Empark strives to apply its expertise and 
technology towards creating clean, flexible, rational, and habitable 
environments with sustainable energy systems and advanced 
designs, thanks to in-house technology and a large team of more 
than 2,600 people. Forward-looking solutions for managing 
resources rationally, mobility trends, urban planning, and design, 
encouraging debate and the exchange of knowledge to help 
generate quality environments. Because we know that mobility is a 
crucial aspect of the lives of those with daily travel needs, Empark’s 
highly-qualified experts are designing solutions to manage these 
needs in the near future.

ASSIP Asesoría y Estudios de Mercado, S.A.

50.37%

Parkinvest, B.V.

28.42%

ESIF I, B.V.

12.94%

Transport Infracstructure Holding Company B.V.

8.27%

01> 
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> José Augusto Tavares da Silva

> Pedro Maria Póvoas Mendes Leal

> Domingos Antonio Cidade Pereira de Moura

> Manuel Ravara Caldeira Castel-Branco Cary

> Francisco Gomes de Carvalho Martins

> Francisco Javier Mateos Jiménez

> Joana Guimarães Serôdio Ricciardi

> Pedro Luis Silva Manso Pires

> Luis Nuno Lima de Carvalho Valença Pinto

> Victoriano López Pinto Fernández de Navarrete

> Rafael Caldeira de Castel-Branco Valverde

> Tiago Brito Ribeiro Alves Caseiro

> Pedro Maria Póvoas Mendes Leal

> Domingos Antonio Cidade Pereira de Moura

> Francisco Javier Mateos Jiménez

> Antonio Jiménez Torre

> Luis Nuno Lima de Carvalho Valença Pinto

 Board of Directors

Executive Committee and Management Team

Shareholders and Board 
of Directors
Empark has the backing of a stable core of 
stakeholders with industry links, including some of its 
top executives who are also shareholders, as well as 
financial partners who participate in the infrastructure 
sector through specialised funds. The Empark’s 
Executive Committee has extensive experience in the 
sector and an in-depth market knowledge.
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In 2016 the consolidated revenues of Empark Group were €201.2 million 
with EBITDA of €71.6 million, representing a growth of 5.6% on 2015. 
As shown in the graph below, during the last years we have managed to 
achieve an operating profit growth (EBITDA) of 2.83%. Likewise, in 2016 
there was a 10.51% increase in revenues from the underground car parks.

By focussing on the international markets where we operate, Empark has 
created expectations to start 2017 with new large-scale operations. Empark 
has also been working throughout 2016 to enter one of the closest markets 
to our company, France, while simultaneously expanding our presence in the 
United Kingdom.

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

187.8

183.9 179 179.2

189.2

92.3

73.2

22.3

88

73

22.9

82.6

73.7

22.7

84.4

73.6

21.2

89.4

68.8

30.9

2016

201.2

98.8

68.1

34.2

REVENUES IN MILLIONS OF EUROS

Rotation revenues On-street parking revenues Management revenues

Total revenues

     CAGR: 2.83%       

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

64.3 64.2 62.9
65.9 67.7

51.3

12.2

50.6

13.0

49.1

14.2

51.7

14.7

54.8

12.6

2016

71.6

60.5

10.9

EBITDA IN MILLIONS OF EUROS

 Rotation EBITDA On-street parking EBITDA Total EBITDA

The business in figures02> 
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Spain 390,082

Portugal 56,122

United Kingdom 83,035

Turkey 4,575

Andorra 1,425

SPAIN
390,082

UNITED KINGDOM
83,035

TURKEY
4,575

ANDORRA
1,425

PORTUGAL
56,122

Highlights 201603> 

Total Spaces 535,239

> PARKING SPACES MANAGEMENT BY COUNTRY

For Empark and its customers, 2016 was very significant, since we continued 
with our strong commitment to developing in-house technology, from the 
remote operation of car parks to new payment systems, which allow us to 
differentiate ourselves and be the most competitive in the market.

With a total of 411 contracts and a volume of 535,239 managed spaces in 
188 cities and five countries, the Group has established itself as one of the 
largest European operators of the sector. The tenders awarded in 2016 have 
added a total 18,261 new squares.

New corporate acquisitions
In 2016 Empark acquired EMSA - Empreendimentos e Exploração de 
Estacionamentos. This acquisition gave Empark over 2,395 parking spaces, 
with 376 located in the car park of Mota Galicia (Porto), 318 spaces in the 
car park of Fundão and 465 regulated spaces in the streets of that city, as 
well as 1,236 parking spaces at the Beatriz Ângelo Hospital in Loures. The 
company Parquegil was also acquired in 2016, representing 3,836 spaces. 
2,932 regulated parking spaces at Vila Nova de Gaia and the car parks of 
Historic Centre (102 spaces), Covice (262 spaces) and Luiz I (1,204 spaces). 
Dom João car park in Porto (376 spaces).
 
In addition, Empark acquired the remaining 50% of the companies 
Estacionamientos Alhóndiga and Aparcamientos de Bilbao now 100%-owned 
by EMPARK and adding 1,572 spaces.

New car parks
In Portugal, the inauguration of the new underground parking at the Avenida 
Infante Santo in Lisbon in December 2016, was an important milestone for 
car park operations, in particular, in the hospital sector.
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In addition to the above contracts, Empark also acquired the Brasilia underground 
car park in Porto, with a total of 420 spaces and the Praça do Almada car park in 
Póvoa do Varzim, totalling 254 spaces. 

Another sector where Empark has confirmed its leadership in 2016 has been 
in the management of off-street car parks, as the concession-holder in the car 
parks in Almeria (Parking El Ejido · 131 spaces), Málaga (Parking Las Terrazas 
de Marbella · 118 spaces), Tarragona (Parking Parc Central), Santander (Parking 
Alfonso XXIII), and in Barcelona with the award of two car parks (Orpea and 
Torreblanca).

Hospital parking is another field in which the company has continued to grow 
and consolidate its know-how in managing this type of car park. In 2016, we 
won the tender for managing and operating the car park at León Hospital 
(1,662 spaces).

Furthermore, in the United Kingdom, Empark acquired, in late 2016, the 
concession for the exploitation of parking at two hospitals located in the 
Borough of Hillingdon (London). The Hillingdon Hospital with capacity of 957 
spaces and Mount Vermont, with 1,194 spaces. With this operation, Empark has 
consolidated its presence in the United Kingdom, where it currently operates 
83,035 spaces in the airports of Edinburgh, Stansted and Gatwick and the 
hospital parking at Royal Infirmary, Epsom and St. Helier and Croydon University.

Car park design and construction technology
Implementing the work carried out by its technical team, Empark continues to 
lead the market in the design and construction of underground public car parks.

Overall, Empark won contracts in 2016 that
amount to over 8,000 spaces generating net EBITDA
for the company of 3.7 M€ with these new tenders.

Construction of 7 Rios/ Lisbon Zoo car parK
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In December, Empark finished the construction of Parking Infante Santo in Lisbon, 
with 3 floors, a building area of 6.389 m2 and 219 spaces.

Also in that month, began the construction of Parking 7 Rios, in Plaza Marechal 
Humberto Delgado, opposite the Zoo, in Lisbon, with 3 floors, an area of 3,085m2 

and 301 parking spaces, with an anticipated 12-month construction period.

In the city of Oporto, Empark has acquired Parking Brasília with 420 parking 
spaces, 2 floors and a built area of 3,225m2. The parking was built more than 40 
years ago and was badly deteriorated. A project for its recovery and reconstruction 
lasted a period of 4 months.

On-street Parking
In 2016 the company has continued expanding the services of Regulated on-
street parking in Spain in cities like Collado Villalba, Los Llanos de Aridane (La 
Palma), Comillas and Pollença, adapting two payment methods to regulated 
parking; traditional parking meters or via smartphone, with our Telpark app. 
In Portugal, the commissioning of the Porto parking contract was especially 
significant, representing the management of 8,000 regulated on-street parking 
spaces. Also in Portugal, we began managing the concession for on-street 
parking in Fundão.

Technological leadership
Our main technological milestone in 2016 has been the implementation of the 
ticketless, license plate number reading solutions to access over 20 parkings 
with our Telpark app. This system has been implemented in car parks in 
Pamplona, Madrid, Valencia, Tarragona and Ciudad Real. The commissioning of 
our first centre entirely managed with the eos Access cloud system, tickets are 
inexistent and it is possible to pay the stay without having to go to a payment 
machine. This solution was managed through Empark R&D, to facilitate the user 
experience and meet the environmental commitment of reducing the use of 
paper to eliminate printed tickets.

Parking Infante Santo after construction
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History of Empark04> 

1960’s

In 1966, the company ESSA S.A. 
(Aparcamiento Subterráneo S.A.) was 
founded and operated the first car park 
concession in Spain.

In 1968 it acquired shares of ESLI 
(Parques de Estacionamientos de 
Lisboa, S.A), a leading company in the 
underground car park sector in Lisbon.

2000’s
In 2001 Ferrovial sold ESLI (Parques 
de Estacionamientos de Lisboa, S.A) 
to the Portuguese company Emparque 
(Empreendimentos e Gestão de 
Estacionamentos S.A.)

2009 saw the creation of Empark 
Aparcamientos y Servicios S.A. The 
purchase of Cintra Aparcamientos by 
Emparque gave rise to the largest group 
on the Iberian Peninsula in the car parking 
sector, with significant dimensions at 
European level.

1970’s
This decade saw the acquisition 
of several parking concessions in 
Spain: Plaza de España, Fuencarral, 
Sevilla and Las Cortes in Madrid 
or Santa Eulalia in Hospitalet de 
Llobregat.

1980’s
In 1987 Dornier was founded 
as a company specialising in 
the management of public car 
parks and on-street parking 
for residents.

1990’s
In 1993 Ferrovial Aparcamientos, was formed, 
a company specialising in the concession, 
construction and management of parking for 
residents.

In February 1998 Cintra came into being and 
incorporated the companies ESSA, Dornier and 
Ferrovial Aparcamentos. Cintra would become 
the leader of the sector in Spain.

In 1994 the Portuguese company Emparque S.A. 
was formed in order to participate in tenders to 
design, build and operate underground car parks 
in Portugal.

2010’s
Empark Aparcamientos y Servicios S.A. 
continued to grow and positioned itself 
in the international market by winning 
the car park tenders for Edinburgh and 
Gatwick airports or the management of 
various hospital car parks in Madrid and 
United Kingdom. In 2013 the company 
won the historic tender launched by 
AENA for the management of the car 
parks at 18 airports in Spain.

1966 1987 1996 2009

2016

1968 1993 1998
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SP · Almería
El Ejido car park
143 spaces

PT · Portugal
Acquisition of the remaining 50% of EMSA
2,395 spaces

PT · Porto
Brasilia car park
420 spaces

PT · Lisbon
Panoramic car park
management
647 spaces

SP · Santa Cruz de Tenerife, La Palma
On-street parking Los Llanos de Aridane
380 spaces

SP · Tarragona
Management of Parc Central car park
978 spaces

SP · Santander
Alfonso XIII car park
792 spaces

SP · León
Start if regulated parking service 
Parking at León Hospital
Compound (Hosteleon)
1,662 spaces

SP · Balearic Islands
On-street parking Pollença
139 spaces

SP · Madrid
On-street parking
Collado Villalba
1,655 spaces

SP · Alicante
N3 car park Puerto de Torrevieja
450 spaces

UK · London
Hillingdon Hospital 
909 spaces

UK · London
Mount Verdon Hospital 
1,194 spaces

SP · Valladolid
Valladolid tow service

SP · Huesca
Maintenance of Barbastro
ticket machines
12 expendedores

SP · Santander
On-street parking Comillas
360 spaces

SP · Bilbao
Acquisition of the remaining 50% of 
Aparcamientos Alhóndiga
997 spaces

SP · Bilbao
Acquisition of the remaining 50% of
Aparcamientos de Bilbao
575 spaces

PT · Portugal
Praça do  Almada
(Póvoa do Varzim)
254 spaces

SP · Ávila
Plataforma de Gredos car park
250 spaces

SP · Barcelona
Orpea car park
77 spaces

SP · Sant Cugat del Vallés,
Barcelona
Torreblanca car park
140 spaces

SP · Marbella, Málaga
Las Terrazas car park
165 spaces

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

PT · Porto
Start of on-street parking service
8,000 spaces

TR · Istanbul
Start of the concession
3 PKS TAV
Emniyet Evleri, Murat
Pasa e Iskender Pasa
714 spaces

PT · Lisbon
Start of construction
7 Rios/Lisbon Zoo car park
301 spaces

PT · Lisbon
Opening of Infante Santo
car park
219 spaces

PT · Portugal
Acquisition of the remaining
50% of Parqueguil 
3,836 spaces

PT · Porto
Mota Galiza car park 
376 spaces

PT · Fundão
Fundão car park and On-street parking Fundão  
318 car park spaces and
465 on-street spaces

PT · Loures
Beatriz Ângelo Hospital 
1,236 spaces

PT · Vila Nova de Gaia
On-street parking
Vila Nova de Gaia 
2,932 spaces
and car parks
Centro Histórico 102 spaces
Centro Cívico 262 spaces
Luiz I 204 spaces

PT · Porto
Dom João I car park
376 spaces

Timeline05> 
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This exercise has clearly been a milestone in car 
park management. Empark has managed to combine 
its human and technological resources, resulting in 
elevated levels of customer satisfaction with our 
facilities. We clearly laid a solid foundation in 2014 
and 2015 through specialisation and methodical 
work applied to the management of each individual 
centre. Our Quality Manuals for 2015 and 2016 
have laid Empark’s future business foundations and 
were appraised by AENOR as one of the company’s 
strong points, since they are the result of years of 
management, enthusiasm, and the desire to make 
our city car parks new concepts that provide greater 
value in efficient urban mobility.

In 2016 the company continued to work on the new parking concept 
heralded in the previous two years, focussing on 4 key areas: 
Customers, Quality, Commitment, and Change Planning the future 
of our centres requires us to be very responsible in the present, 
methodically analysing each action and its impact on business in 
years to come.

New centres were added: Parking El Ejido (Almería), Las Terrazas 
(Marbella), Alfonso XII (Santander), Parking Orpea, Torreblanca 
and Sala (Barcelona). In Portugal, we acquired Parking Mota Galiza, 
Beatriz Ângelo Hospital in Loures, Avenida Infante Santo and 
Brasilia car park. All these new parkings were adapted to Empark’s 
quality criteria in record time.

In the last year, over 150 new marketing products were successfully 
launched to the market with two global actions (Sales Campaign and 
Summer Campaign), where our customer’s preference for flexible 
and tailor-made product solutions was clearly detected.

City car parks06> 

2016.
Spearheading technology for the 
future of mobility. 
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Marketing activities have been one of the major driving 
factors this year, with the review of customer communications 
systems at car parks and the information available through 
them. We can boast that we have achieved closer customer 
contact by understanding their needs, while their confidence 
in Empark has grown.

Empark teams understood that all-round management of 
centres is synonymous with success and results. The car park 
of the future requires flexible management, adaptability, 
and a very dynamic understanding of the surroundings. The 
company has a network of partners trained and organised in 
order to optimise resources in centres managed by the CERCA 
system. Managing the proper maintenance of our centres 
and responding swiftly to issues is already an integral part of 
Empark quality standards.

In 2016 CERCA has once again allowed the company to meet 
predefined targets by providing swift management results 
to customers who need them, improving all the contact 
information at car parks to make the service more user-friendly 
and to reduce the number of calls received, thus allowing to 
devote more time to priory incidents.

Complementary Business has also been a field for innovation 
in the concept of, becoming the first company to implement 
new business solutions in our centres, like the Pharmacy or 
Postal Delivery service through ground breaking agreements 
with Correos for the progressive implementation of its Citypaq 
service. Similarly, agreements were signed with Car Sharing 
and Car Hire companies and for the implementation of digital 
advertising screens in car parks.
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On-street Parking07> 

Empark places its experience and knowledge at the service of Local 
Councils to offer top quality and technologically advanced services. 
With over 50 years of experience, we are a versatile partner capable of 
integrating numerous platforms and solutions that make city mobility 
easier. In 2016, we had 112 comprehensive vehicle management 
contracts, overseeing a total of 260,463 spaces in 122 cities across 
Spain and Portugal. Furthermore, we manage the vehicle towing service 
in many Spanish cities. In 2016, we had 104 tow trucks.

The commissioning of the Porto parking contract was especially 
significant, representing the management of 8,000 regulated on-street 
parking spaces.

In 2016 the company has continued expanding the services of regulated 
on-Street parking in Spain in cities like Collado Villalba, Los Llanos 
de Aridane (La Palma), Comillas and Pollença, adapting two payment 
methods to regulated parking; traditional parking meters or with our 
Telpark app. In Portugal, we also won the concession for regulated 
parking in Fundão.

Consulting and custom solutions 
The company experience allows to promote and manage new formulas for 
parking in a variety of sectors. Empark has a proven record of accomplishment 
in the seasonal management of car parks in tourist municipalities like Sesimbra 
and Figueira da Foz (Portugal), Tossa de Mar, Palafrugell, Castelló D`Empúries, 
Sant Felui de Guixols (Gerona) and Comillas (Cantabria). In 2016, we won the 
summer tender for parking in the hills of Gredos (Ávila).

Empark also deals with local services such as the management of bollards in 
restricted access areas for residents or towing cars for municipalities. Empark 
offers solutions for any situation featuring a massive influx of persons, 
whether it is for tourism, cultural activities, or specific events. Two pilot pilots 
were implemented in 2016. The new ‘Kiss & Go’ zone to reduce traffic at the 
Valentín García Yebra school in Ponferrada on the occasion of European Mobility 
Week and the service for the regulation and management of parking at Las 
Médulas Nature Area, declared World Heritage by Unesco. The pilot experience 
in Dornier, prevented the saturation and gridlock of the town at Easter. 

Costumer Service
In 2016 Empark has continued to implement its Customer Service commitments, 
providing solutions to our customers through our call centres in Madrid and 
Lisbon, via email or through our active social network presence. From the call 
centre, as well as handling customers’ queries, they can also book parking 
spaces at airports or manage on-line products. More than 10,000 emails have 
been processed from users contacting the company to request one of our 
services.

Special mention goes to Customer Services of our mobile payment APP, who 
handled over 40,000 inquiries or issues through our customer management 
tool throughout 2016.

112

260,463

+40,000

management
contracts

spaces

peticiones atendidas
servicio Atención al Cliente
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Other Parking and Mobility Activities 08> 

Airports

Car parks at airports are strategic locations for our customers, 
representing vital activities for the city and requiring the control 
and quality that can only be provided by a comprehensive service. 
At Empark works to provide facilities for finding parking spaces at 
airports.

In Spain, the company manages 64,000 spaces for AENA (Madrid-
Barajas, Sevilla, Gran Canaria, etc.), 76,000 spaces at Gatwick 
and Stansted airports in the United Kingdom and 12,000 spaces 
in Portugal for ANA (Lisbon, Porto and Faro), making us a world 
benchmark in the management of airport parking infrastructure. 
This involved the management of 152,000 airport parking spaces 
in 2016.

Using our website www.reservarparking.com for reserving 
parking, users can select and book spaces in advance at all Spanish 
airports. This service is also available via the websites of the airport 
managers AENA, BAA and ANA.

Hospitals
In Lisbon, Empark opened the Infante Santo underground car park. 
The car park has a capacity of 220 spaces and an area of 6,390m2. 
A joint investment of €5 million was made between Hospital Infante 
Santo CUFl, SA (Grupo José de Mello) and Empark. This project 
not only meets the needs for parking for the users Hospital CUF 
Infante Santo, but also the need for parking spaces for people using 
this major avenue in Lisbon, along with the residents of the area.
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In Spain, Empark won the tender for managing and operating the 
car park at León Hospital (1,662 spaces). This car park is part of a 
concession for parking, hotel, and cafeteria. With this new award, 
Empark has consolidated its leading position in hospital car park 
infrastructure management Spain.

Furthermore, Empark UK won the concession for two hospitals 
located in the Borough of Hillingdon (London). The Hillingdon 
Hospital with capacity of 957 spaces and Mount Vermont, with 
1,194 spaces.

With these contracts, Empark continues its expansion in the 
specialised sector of hospital parking in the United Kingdom. 
Other car parks already managed by the company include the 
Royal Infirmary Hospital in Edinburgh, Croydon University Hospital 
in London, Hospital Garcia de Orta in Almada, Hospital CUF 
Descobertas in Lisbon, Hospital 12 de Octubre, Ramón y Cajal, 
Gregorio Marañon and La Concepción in Madrid, the Esperit Sant 
and Sagrat Cor hospitals in Barcelona and the Pamplona Hospital 
Zone concessions.

Parking at railway stations
Empark ultimate goal is to make life easier for thousands of users 
who use our parking service every day. In 2016, the company 
continued to manage parking access control systems at commuter 
stations using EOS Access, a cloud-based management platform 
integrated into the urban mobility systems and currently producing 
excellent results at several commuter Metro stations in Madrid, 
such as El Barrial, Las Matas, Majadahonda and Pinar de Las Rozas. 
As well as “Los Jardinillos” park-and-ride at Palencia low-speed rail 
station.  
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CERCA09> 

Empark Control Centre.
The best technology to ensure 
24/7 service.

Centralised management of car parks provides greater 
surveillance, security, and interaction with the user, 
while identifying and responding to incidents through 
remote intervention. Our goal is to serve our customers 
and for them to be fully satisfied after receiving a 
personalized, quick, effective and professional care.

Today it is unthinkable to manage car parks without using centralised 
management. What was just a project for the company a few years ago 
is now a 24/7 reality. Our CERCA is a differentiator in customer care and 
community service. By 2015 there were 218 centralized car parks in Spain 
and Portugal, and by the end of 2016 this rose to 240 centralised car parks 
with 24-hour assistance. Twenty-two new car parks were added in 2015 
with remote system through our control room.

Two control rooms (CERCA) in Madrid and Lisbon, have answered 1,700,000 
intercom calls in 2016. The customer response time is less than 10 seconds 
and incidents are resolved as though staff were actually present at the car 
park, allowing them to attend many customers at the same time.

This challenge is only possible with a thorough and planned knowledge 
of customer needs and with solutions for the many issues that years of 
experience using CERCA have provided us with.

240

1,700,000 requests for
Customer Service

car parks
connected
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TOTAL

Off-street solutions
The CERCA system has extensive knowledge of each parking facility, and 
our customers’ needs. Reviewing and studying each parking to find new 
opportunities for improving management and identifying incidents in advance. 
Our The Control Centre provides solutions that maximise car park efficiency 
with a strong territorial approach and commitment to geographical proximity. 
Our The goal is for the customer to be fully satisfied with the personalised 
attention of our off-site Customer Service.

EOS Solutions
True to its corporate DNA, Empark has continued its technological leadership 
in 2016 through the pioneering EOS integration tool for rolling out the number 
plate payment system via the Telpark app to the urban car parks of Madrid, 
Valencia, Pamplona, Ciudad Real and Tarragona.

Empark is leader in centralised car park management and in 2016, it took on 
the great challenge of implementing 20 centralised parking facilities using 
its ground-breaking “number plate access” technology at rotation car parks, 
achieving excellent results and high customer satisfaction with this innovative 
technology. In 2017 Empark will continue to roll out this technology to its 
network of car parks, allowing the non-stop entrance and exit of vehicles by 
reading their number plates.

SPAIN PORTUGAL

59

92

34

91

147

56

150
car parks

240
car parks

92
car parks

Airports and Railway Stations

Rotation

Airports and Railway Stations

Rotation
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Telpark: Your parking meter app also available in car parks10> 

2016 is considered to be the year of the boom in payment by mobile phone 
as an alternative to parking meters in Spain. The use of the smart phone as an 
element to manage and pay for on-street parking has experienced spectacular 
growth in the past two years in the major Spanish cities. In some cities like 
Madrid the use exceeded 38% of transactions or in Pamplona where a single app, 
Telpark, achieved the figure of 40% of regulated parking payments via mobile 
phone. In others, like as León use exceeded 25% or 16% in Valencia. In Portugal, 
Telpark was launched in Oporto in 2016 and 30,000 monthly transactions had 
been performed by the end of the year. This makes Oporto the Portuguese city 
with the highest number of monthly transactions. 

We are witnessing a spectacular growth of users in the functionality of Telpark. 
At the end of the year we were present in more than 70 cities in Spain and 
Portugal (10 cities more compared to 2015). We continue to be the app with 
highest market penetration with more than 535,239 users by the end of 2016. 
In just one year we doubled the number of users compared to the previous year.

Empark increased its firm commitment to the use of mobile payment services 
linked to mobility and parking via Telpark and in-house technologies developed 
by the company. Numerous developments of our platform EOS were carried out 
in 2016, placing us at the forefront in technology applied to the parking sector.

Technological R&D: “number plate reading”
This automation was a genuine revolution in Spain in how underground 
car park payment methods were conceived, and until now nothing like 
this had ever been implemented. 

Number plate reading technology will allow us to track and predict the 
behaviours and tastes of our customers, so we can tailor the parking 
products to their actual needs.

Increasingly more users use number plate access to enter the car parks 
that the company manages in cities such as Madrid, Ávila, Tarragona, 
Valencia, Ciudad Real and Pamplona. At the Baluarte parking in Pamplona, 
for example, this method represented 8% of payments in 2016, and 6% 
of payments at Colón in Madrid or El Grande car park in Ávila. 
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Telpark in figures
An average of approximately 1,000 users register daily, 
which translates into about 30,000 new users per month. At 
the end of 2016 Telpark had 535,239 users. These figures 
represent twice as many users as at the start of 2016, which 
was close to 250,000.

The implementation of the number plate reader access 
solution at urban car parks and to pay for regulated parking, 
has generated considerable paper savings by eliminating 
printed receipts. Complying with the environmental 
commitment to reduce the use of paper, the system avoided 
printing 11,447,673 tickets in 2016.

In the year 2016, we attended 40,747 requests (queries or 
doubts), through the Customer Car platform regarding the 
Telpark application. Average response time in 2016 was less 
than 24 hours.

Telpark is the highest-rated regulated parking payment 
application by its users, both in Google Play and the Apple 
Store with Google Play (Android) rating of 4.1 points out of 
5, and an Apple Store rating of 4.2 stars out of 5.

New in 2016: at the forefront of Technology
> Following a redesign in 2015 of the visual appearance and usability of 
the application, in 2016 we are introducing a technological advance in the 
form of a new feature: number plate access and payment at 20 underground 
car parks belonging to Empark’s network in Spain. This functionality has 
been installed in Pamplona, Madrid, Valencia, Ciudad Real and Tarragona, 
thus becoming the first app in Spain to implement this technology that 
allows parking without a ticket or going to a ticket machine, just with the 
number plate.

> In 2016, we carried out a major digital transformation by establishing 
synergies between on-street and off-street parking.

> A new alternative payment method was implemented for Telpark 
users: Vía-T “Bip & Drive” Bip & Drive users can now pay parking meters 
via a phone app and, moreover, Telpark users have an alternative form of 
payment, with the advantages of not having to carry cash or find a parking 
meter.

> Empark also established a new functionality in some Spanish cities: Start 
& Stop, which allows users to pay for the exact parking time. The system to 
start or stop the parking time without consuming all the selected amount 
was installed in 2016 in Fuengirola, Málaga, Cádiz and Almeria and will be 
extended to other cities in 2017.
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Medio Ambiente y Calidad11> 

Good environmental practices 
and quality management.
At Empark we are very concerned about good en-
vironmental management; in fact, it is one of the 
company’s key strategic elements in conjunction 
with a very focused approach to improving custo-
mer experience and providing quality service with 
very exacting standards aimed at surpassing custo-
mers’ expectations.

Empark’s commitment to environmental protection 
and pollution prevention is embodied in its environ-
mental quality policy that seeks to expand and pro-
mote awareness on environmental issues, generate 
a change in behaviour and work towards a more 
sustainable transport strategy, as well as commu-
nicating and disseminating a series of practices and 
recommendations to reduce the negative environ-
mental impacts of our business. Our environmental 
strategy is focused on the reducing power and fuel 
consumption, waste management, air quality and 
the development of a mobility centre.

All this is embodied in the following measures and 
figures recorded in 2016:

Consumption
Consumption and savings of paper

Paper saving
Among our good environmental practices is the 
reduction of paper consumption with fewer car 
park tickets. In 2016, Telpark took part in European 
Mobility Week to publicise sustainability and savings 
in paper consumption from using the Telpark app 
to pay for regulated parking. In 2016, we stopped 
issuing 14,658,930 tickets for regulated parking 
and tickets at our underground rotation car parks 
where number plate access technology is installed 
along with other electronic media.

CONSUMPTION AT MAIN OFFICES

SAGA CONSUMPTION · OFF-STREET

425.297

-11,567

1.869

11,500,000

copies

tickets 
saved

Kg.

off-street operation 
in 2016

TELPARK

TELPARK

SAVINGS

VIA VERDE

106,539

11,447,673

14,658,930

3,104,718

75 kg.

5.5 toneladas

8 toneladas

2.2 toneladas

ticket-free
operations

ticket-free
operations

ticket-free
operations

ticket-free
operations

savings in paper consumption

savings in paper consumption

savings in paper consumption

savings in paper consumption

OFF-STREET

ON-STREET 
Spain + Portugal

TOTAL

OFF-STREET

Rotation electronic media savings

(PORTUGAL)
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Consumption Waste
Electricity WEEE’s 

(Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment)
Energy efficiency
In the past 5 years conventional fluorescent lighting systems 
have been replaced by more efficient systems based on LED 
technology, with the corresponding annual electricity savings 
at more than 85 car parks in Spain, Portugal and Andorra. 
Thus, thanks to the light fittings replaced, power consumption 
has been reduced by around 35% since 2013.

Reduction of more than 50%
There is a very significant reduction, from

2,521 kg. in 2015 to 828 kg. in 2016, 
which demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

measures taken in the organisation oriented to 
reduction in the waste generated.

CONSUMPTION

AMOUNT

AMOUNT
SAVINGS

13GWh

828 kg.

2,521 kg.
Parkings and offices in Spain & Paortugal

TOTAL ANNUAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

2016

2015
TOTAL ANNUAL 6 GWh
CONSUMPTION RATIO/SPACE SPAIN & PORTUGAL

300 KWh / space

Empark 326 kg.

Empark 1,981 kg.

Dornier 502 kg.

Dornier 540 kg.
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Quality and Environmental Certificates

> Environmental Certifications.  
    UNE - EN ISO 14001

> Quality Certifications.
    UNE - EN ISO 9001

Empark Aparcamientos y Servicios S. A.  
Environment: GA-2008/0098 

Dornier S. A.  
Environment: GA-2008/0094

Eguisa. Estacionamientos Guipuzcoanos S. A.  
Environment: GA-2008/0095

Empark UK Limited.  
Environment: GA-2008/0098 - 002/00

Park Yönetimi Ve Sistemleri SAN. Ve TIC. A. S.  
Environment: GA-TK2666-QC - EC

Empark Aparcamientos y Servicios S. A.

Quality: ER-1721/2000

Dornier S. A.  
Quality: ER-1719/2000

Eguisa. Estacionamientos Guipuzcoanos S. A.  
Quality: ER-0372/2006

Empark UK Limited.  
Quality: ER-1721/2000 - 002/00

Park Yönetimi Ve Sistemleri SAN. Ve TIC. A. S.  
Quality: ER-TK2666-QC - EC

Empark Empreendimentos S.A. 
Quality: ER-1721/2000 - 003/00

Electric vehicles
Electric vehicle charging points in Spain 
At Empark we are committed to the use of electric vehicles in 
urban environments as an essential element for electric mobility, 
to overcome the limitations and most important barriers in 
the city such as the scarcity of parking spaces for people and 
companies who want to buy electric vehicles, but have no readily 
accessible charging points. In 2016 we had 32 charging points in 
20 car parks in Spain and Portugal. We expect to increase these 
recharging points in 2017.

15

5

Spain

Portugal

Car parks
with charging points

Car parks
with charging points
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Empark’s success is the result of the efforts and dedication of a professional 
and highly qualified team whose commitment is a key factor for the successful 
achievement of the company’s goals and projects. At year-end, the Empark 
family consisted of 2,581 employees, of whom 65% are men and 35% women. 
The overall workforce remains young, with and average age of 43. In addition, 
the senior management of the company and the bulk of the management 
team has a proven track record of over 30 years of experience in the sector.

Professional development and training
The company’s team is the essential basis for its successful development and 
growth. At Empark we are committed to growth and create career opportunities 
for our employees. Therefore, the company has continued investing in staff 
training. Thus, in 2016 more than 15,600 training hours were imparted in 
technical skills, languages, and prevention of occupational risks.

Equality Plan
At Empark, equality and diversity are key factors when it comes to 
performing engagements and promoting the professional development of 
our staff.

The company works to guarantee the prevention of actions and attitudes 
that harm workers in the ambit of workplace harassment, sexual 
harassment, or harassment on grounds of gender. Empark also works to 
ensure equal opportunities and non-discrimination on grounds of gender, 
race, national origin, religion or age. Workers with disabilities represent 
4.25% of our staff, complying beyond the Spanish Labour Integration Act 
(LISMI), by promoting and encouraging their integration in the workplace. 
The Equality Department, a strategic element of our Corporate Human 
Resources policy, encourages workforce participation and collaboration 
through an anonymous communications channel called “ídem”, which aims 
to prevent discrimination and ensure best practices in terms of equality in 
recruitment, training, work/family life balance, remuneration, occupational 
health, etc.

Prevention of Occupational Risks
The company has always focused on the safety and health of its staff 
and users, imparting training in the prevention of occupational risks. Year 
after year, Empark continues working towards reducing absenteeism and 
accidents.

Empark Staff · Human Capital12> 

65%

35 %

85%Staff
2,598 people permanent contracts

Empark Group
Sector

(CNAE 5221)

Incidents 36.06 38.03

Frequency 0.02 0.02

Absenteeism 0.29 0.35
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Empark is committed to the integration of social and environmental policies 
by implementing projects that guarantee its cooperation with society. We 
have pledged to contribute to a better society and a cleaner environment, 
seeking to improve the quality of life of our employees, families, and 
society in general.

To show this identity, Empark engages in different projects to achieve 
sustainable success.

In another action area is the promotion of workplace integration 
through agreements with companies and foundations. Empark signed an 
agreement with Aldeas Infantiles in Spain which aims to facilitate the 
integration into the labour market for people at risk of social exclusion, as 
part of a continuous framework of collaboration where we also earmark the 
revenue of spaces to raise funds with the purpose of favouring a protective 
environment that helps children grow to feel loved and respected.

Another notable cause in the special help we provide through the sale of 
charity calendars for the Hospital San Rafael special needs school, raising 
funds for children with severe multiple disabilities.

Finally, and related to the corporate commitment undertaken by the 
company, we implement local actions to support initiatives and partnerships 
that can help the dissemination of social awareness messages. For 
example, the awareness-raising campaign in favour of equality and against 
gender-based violence carried out together with Valladolid city council, 
where 353 parking meters and 1,300,000 tickets displayed the campaign 
logos, alternating with messages to raise awareness on equality and the 
gender-based violence.

In another field, Empark’s technological development and innovation 
contributes to its eco-friendly footprint. The implementation of the Telpark 
application and ticket-free automatic number plate readers represents a 
reduction in paper consumption.

Empark’s hope and ambition is to continue expanding these partnerships 
in the coming years, striving for the success of each action in all our 
business areas.

RCS · Empark Group13> 

Each year, Empark collaborates with the Unicef Christmas 
campaign by purchasing more than 3,000 survival kits 
for children who need them most. Each kit includes 
therapeutic food to treat malnutrition, pills, drinking water 
and vaccines against polio.
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Empark General Management14> 

Carlos Díaz
General Manager for Infraestructures

Spain

> Beatriz Allepuz
Area Manager North

> Ignacio Callejo 
Area Manager Center

> Carolina Verdugo
Regional Manager East and Islands

> Javier Torres
Area Manager CERCA

Portugal

> Vitor Mendes
Regional Manager Galicia
and Portugal

> Antonio Leao 
Area Manager Center and South

Francisco Javier Mateos
General Manager for Spain and Contract Manager

Area Management

> Manuel Barrios
Regional Manager Area I

> Carlos Javier Arellano
Regional Manager Area II

> Óscar Mareque
Regional Manager Area III

Delegations and Managements

> Juan Luis Almansa
Airports Manager - AENA

> Carlos Alberto Baña
Delegate Galicia & León

> Jaime Bertrán
Delegate Balearic Islands

> Teodoro Brioa
Delegate Castilla & Asturias

> Iván Doyague
Delegate Levante

> Amadeu Fernandes
Service Management Delegate 
Portugal

> Inmaculada Goikoa
Delegate Navarra

> Paulo Lança
Delegate On-street and ANA Portugal

> Luis López
Delegate Madrid & Canary Islands

> Antonio Martínez
Delegate Aragón & Lérida

> José Merino
Delegate Andalusia & Murcia

> Victor Plá
Manager Catalonia

> David Soto
Manager Cantabria

> Juan Luis Uriarte
Delegate Basque Country

> Ángel M. Delgado
Manager Guipúzcoa

General Management
Infrastructures

General Management for Spain 
and Contract Management

Paulo Nabais
General Manager for Portugal

General Management
Portugal
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Luis Blanco
International General Manager

United Kingdom

> Luis Blanco
United Kingdom Management

> Jane Farnworth
Business and Human Resources 
Management, United Kingdom

> Nick Maley
Business Development Manager 
United Kingdom

> Helen Seely
International Business Development Manager 
(airports) United Kingdom

> Kevin Fleary
Operations Manager
Gatwick

> Chris McGraw
Operations Manager
Edinburg

> Peter Wright
Operations Manager
Stansted

Turkey

> Paulo Nabais
Turkey Management

> Gokhan Ince
Turkey General Manager

> Resat Kueli
Finance Manager Turkey

> Yalcin Kurt
Commercial Manager Turkey

Antonio Jiménez 
Business Development Director

> Luis Martín
Technical Office Manager

> Gonzalo Blanco
Business Development Manager Area I

> Olga Llorente
Business Development Manager Area II

> Noelia Ruíz
Business Development Manager Area II

> Fernando Augusto Gomes
Business Development Manager Portugal

Eugenio de Miguel
Finance Manager

Luis de Melo
Finance Manager Portugal

José Vázquez
Finance and Investments Manager

Sara Blanco
Human Resources Manager

Paulo Teixeira
Human Resources Manager Portugal

Luciano Verdi
Legal Affairs Manager Spain

Filomena Moura
Legal Affairs Manager Portugal

João Caetano Días
“Business Development”
Coordinator Manager

Jordi Curiá
Director of Technology 
and Information Systems

Pedro Agapito
Director of Control
Management and Audit

Manuel Formosinho
Services and Marketing Coordinator 
Manager

International
General Management

Business Development
Division

Coorporate
Division

Risk Management
Division

IT Division

Control Management
and Audit Division

Services and Marketing
Division
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Contact us15> 

HEAD OFFICE
Avd. General Perón 36, Planta 1ª
28020 Madrid 
Tel.: |+34 |  915 468 900 

Fax: |+34 |  915 569 127

Human Resources: rrhh@empark.es 
Clients: clientes@empark.es 
Marketing & Communication: comunicacion@empark.es 
Sales: ventas@empark.es

>Spain
AREA I
Madrid
Avd. General Perón 36, Planta 1ª
28020  Madrid 
Tel.: |+34 |  915 468 900 
Fax: |+34 |  915 569 127 

clientes@empark.es 

Galicia & León 
C/ Placer 27, bajo 
36203 Vigo 
Tel.: |+34 |  986 442 191 

Asturias & Castilla y León
C/ Expósitos nº 3, bajo 
47003 Valladolid 
Tel.: |+34 |  983 397 585 
Fax: |+34 |  983 396 017 
clientescastillaasturas@empark.es 

Levante 
C. Valenciana & Murcia 
Av. Aragón, 25, entresuelo 
46010 Valencia 
Tel.: |+34 |  963 931 546 
Fax: |+34 |  963 621 143 
clienteslevante@empark.es

AREA II
Navarra & La Rioja 
Esquiroz, 30, trasera 
31007 Pamplona 
Tel.: |+34 |  948 153 597 
Fax: |+34 |  948 235 337 

Catalonia
C/ Balmes, 150, entresuelo 4 
08008 Barcelona 
Tel.: |+34 |  932 434 410 
Fax: |+34 |  932 434 411 

Balearic Islands
Calle Olmos 7, 2º A/B 
07012 Palma de Mallorca 
Tel.: |+34 |  971 453 260 
Fax: |+34 |  971 451 751 

Cantabria & Vizcaya 
C/ San Juan 23, local 
48901 Barakaldo, Vizcaya
Tel.: |+34 |  944 370 021/ 944 370 128
Fax: |+34 |  944 781 609 

Basque Country
C/ San Juan 23, local
48901 Barakaldo, Vizcaya 
Tel.: |+34 |  944 370 021/ 944 370 128
Fax: |+34 |  944 781 609

Aragón & Lérida
C/ Alonso I, 40- 2º D
50003 Zaragoza
Tel.: |+34 |  976 425 865
Fax: |+34 |  976 425 865

AREA III
Toledo
C/ Salto del Caballo 3, 1ª pta. Oficina 9
45003 Toledo
Tel.: |+34 |  925 225 217
Fax: |+34 |  925 211 964

Castilla La Mancha & Extremadura 
C/ Salto del Caballo 3, 1ª pta. Oficina 9
45003 Toledo 
Tel.: |+34 |  949 216 742 
Fax: |+34 |  925 255 714

Andalusia & Murcia 
Parking Alameda Vieja
C/ Puerto S/N
11403 Jerez de la Frontera, Cádiz
Tel.: |+34 |  959 283 199
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HEAD OFFICE
Rua Joaquim António de Aguiar, 19 
1070-149 Lisbon 
Tel.: |+351 |  213 847 300 
Fax: |+351 |  213 847 350 
Human Resources: empark@empark.pt 
Marketing: marketing@empark.es

14 Avenue d’Eylau
75016 Paris
Tél.: |+33 |  0177 726 417

empark@empark.fr
www.empark.fr

Stansted Courtyard. Unit 4B
Parsonage Road
Takeley - Essex
CM22 6UP
United Kingdom
Tel.: |+44|  01279 666 067

www.empark.co.uk 

Empark Park Yönetimi
Mimar Sinan Mah. Selman - I Pak Cad. Abdül Feyyaz Sok. No. 4
Katibim Katlı Otoparkı Kat. 4 - 34672  Üsküdar 
Istanbul  / Türkiye

Tel.: |+90|  216 201 2760

info@emparktr.com
www.emparktr.com

C/ Balmes 150, Entr. 4 
08008 Barcelona 
Tel.: |+34 |  932 434 410 

Escaldes Centre 
C/ Constitución 8-10 
AD 700 Escaldes-Engordany 
Principado de Andorra 
Tel.: |+37 |  682 73 36 

>Portugal >France

>United Kingdom

>Turkey

>Andorra

North
Rua Júlio Dinis, 247, piso 4, E-13
4050 - 324 Porto
Tel.: |+351 |  911 797 650

Center
Rua Joaquim António de Aguiar, 19 
1070-149 Lisbon
Tel.: |+351 |  213 847 300 
Fax: |+351 |  213 847 350

South
Parque de Estacionamiento 
Alameda de República 
Rua França Borges 
8500-674 Portimão 
Tel.: |+351 |  282 422 314 
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Andorra la Vella

Andalusia  Almería | Cádiz | Fuengirola | Granada | Huelva | Jerez de la Frontera | Lepe | Málaga | Marbella 
| Medina Sidonia | San Fernando | Sevilla | Utrera  Aragón | Alagón | Alcañiz | Calatayud | Caspe | Ejea 
de los Caballeros | Huesca | Jaca | Tauste  Asturias | Avilés | Gijón  Balearic Islands | Felanitx | Llucmajor 
| Mahón | Palma de Mallorca | Pollença | Puerto de Palma  Canary Islands | Arucas | Fuertenventura 
| Gran Canaria | La Palma | Lanzarote | Las Palmas | Los Llanos de Aridane | Santa María de Guía | 
Tenerife  Cantabria | Comillas | Noja | Santander  Castilla la Mancha | Albacete | Alcázar de San Juan 
| Ciudad Real | Cuenca | Guadalajara | Illescas | Quintanar de la Orden | Toledo | Tomelloso | Torrijos | 
Valdepeñas  Castilla & León | Astorga | Ávila | Béjar | Benavente | Burgos | Lago de Sanabria | León | 
Palencia | Peñafiel | Plataforma de Gredos | Ponferrada | Salamanca | Valladolid | Zamora  Catalonia | 
Barcelona | Berga | Caldetes | Castelldefels | Castelló d’Empúries | Corbera de Llobregat | Esparraguera | 
Figueras | Gavà | Gerona | Hospitalet de Llobregat | La Jonquera | Mataró | Mollerussa | Palafrugell | Prat 
de Llobregat | Rubí | Sabadell | Sant Celoni | Sant Cugat del Vallés | Sant Feliu de Guixols | Tarragona | 
Tossa de Mar | Valls | Viladecans  Comunidad Valenciana | Alcoy | Algemesí | Alicante | Buñol | Carcaixent 
| Denia | Moncada | Onteniente | Peñíscola | Sagunto | Segorbe | Sueca | Torreblanca | Valencia | Xàtiva  
Extremadura | Badajoz | Don Benito | Mérida | Villanueva de la Serena | Zafra  Galicia | A Coruña | O 
Barco de Valdeorras | Pontevedra | Santiago de Compostela | Vigo  La Rioja | Arnedo | Logroño  Madrid 
| Arganda del Rey | Collado Villalba | Madrid | Majadahonda | Pozuelo de Alarcón | San Sebastián de los 
Reyes  Murcia | Murcia  Navarra | Estella | Pamplona | Tafalla | Tudela  Basque Country | Baracaldo | Bilbao 
| Erandio | Deva | Irún | Orio | San Sebastián | Vitoria

Amadora | Barreiro | Beja | Cascais | Estoril | Évora | Faro | Figueira da Foz | Lagos | Leiria | Lisbon | Montijo 
| Portimão | Porto | Povoa Do Varzim | Seixal | Setúbal | Sesimbra | Tróia | Vila Nova De Gaia | Vila Real

Edinburg | Stansted | London - Gatwick

Istanbul 

>Spain

>Andorra

>Portugal

>United Kingdom

Locations with Empark Group activity in 2016

>Turkey

Where we are16> 
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